
Date
November 2022

Job location
Lyon, Nova Headquarters

Team
BU Modeling and Simulation

Contract type
Internship - 6 months

SUBJECT MATH-DEV 1: Model Stability Analysis &
Active Subspaces

Background:
Systems biology models usually have a high degree of complexity with many free parameters.

Measuring those parameters in vivo is sometimes difficult or even impossible, so we are left to

calibrate them to observable data. However, the parameter identification process can be

problematic when models are "sloppy" - see [2,3]. The goal of this internship is to implement an

algorithm to automatically detect whether a model is sloppy and try to compress the parameter

space dimension via active subspaces - see [4].

Objective:

Detect sloppiness automatically and implement methods for parameter space reduction and/or

model constraint automation.

Work Process:

- Conduct a literature review

- Implementation of a parameter sensitivity computation module [needs to be a

parallelizable code given the high dimensionality of the problem]

- Implement a parameter space reduction algorithm

Deliverables:
Dedicated Modules and functionalities in our simulation platform
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You are

➔ A team player, a good listener, and an effective communicator: Join a growing

multidisciplinary team of enthusiastic innovators

➔ Curious and proactive with a solid grounding in biology: Particularly in cell biology,

molecular biology, and omics, to address real-life clinical issues.

➔ Autonomous and self-motivated with strong analytical and problem-solving skills: Find

innovative solutions to science and engineering problems

➔ Eager to learn and use mathematical methods for the modeling of biological systems:

Simulate virtual diseases and treatments with ODE, PDE, Monte-Carlo Simulations

➔ Willing to explore and exploit large datasets and virtual populations: Apply machine

learning, statistical analysis, and outliers detection

➔ Responsive and capable of facing time-sensitive challenges: Project management with

client-facing opportunities are awaiting you

You will

➔ Contribute actively to the creation of in silico pathophysiological models

➔ Impact the development of the company’s simulation platform

➔ Analyze and exploit large simulation results

➔ Participate in weekly and monthly project meetings and reporting

Details

➔ Apply directly on our careers page

➔ Contact:

recruitment@novadiscovery.com

➔ Type: Internship

➔ Salary: Competitive

➔ Start date: Flexible

Technologies & languages:
Haskell, Python

Duration:
3 months / 6 months

References:
[1] https://arxiv.org/pdf/1303.6738.pdf

[2] http://www.lassp.cornell.edu/sethna/Sloppy/SloppyPubs.html

[3] http://www.lassp.cornell.edu/sethna/pubPDF/SloppyEverywhere.pdf
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[4] https://arxiv.org/pdf/1506.04190.pdf

Keywords:

Applied Mathematics, Sensitivity Analysis, Systems Biology, Inverse Problems
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